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The Stanthorpe Streetscape Plan aims to create an integrated 
and walkable town centre focused around Stanthorpe’s main 
street and its key public spaces.

The Streetscape Plan focuses on improving the quality of streets within the 
commercial centre, particularly where shop front retailing occurs. The land use 
areas designated for business and mixed use extends to a broader area and the 
linkages to these future use areas has also been considered. 

Maryland and High Street are the traditional retail areas with active shop 
fronts. The Streetscape Plan seeks to better link the main street with off-street 
parking and to entice people to comfortably walk to the supermarkets and to 
the commercial areas on the periphery of town. The streetscape works need to 
be complemented by integrated land use and transport planning strategies. The 
report provides direction on these matters to help create good outcomes for the 
town centre.

Introduction

Part A of the Stanthorpe Streetscape Plan outlines the concepts for improving 
the streetscapes and public realm of the town. It outlines eleven projects to 
progressively improve the town centre.

Part B of the plan goes into further detail of the Streetscape Plan, and describes 
the major themes and qualities.

Part C of the plan outlines social, historical, physical and planning matters and 
also sets the background to the Streetscape Plan. 

In Part D of the plan the extensive community consultation outcomes are described 
and the chapter contains transcripts and images from the ‘Ideas’ shop front.

The Streetscape Plan provides an integrated series of projects to deliver the 
community’s key outcomes as funds become available. The Plan is a vehicle to 
leverage state and federal government funding. With grants and co-funding any 
of these projects could be built first. The sequence of projects shown relates to 
community preferences about what ought to be improved first. Opportunities 
for grants however may focus on other areas. For example interpretive or public 
art funding could be a vehicle to build works in the Gallery Walk loop proposed 
between Quart Pot Creek, the main street and the art gallery.

Supporting the Streetscape Plan projects are a series of recommendations for 
Council to consider and act on. These recommendations provide complementary 
outcomes to help the main street thrive and become a destination.

The Streetscape Plan

Outline To The Report
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BROADER STUDY AREA:
THE RECREATIONAL 

WALKING AREA

IMMEDIATE STUDY AREA:
THE WALKABLE CENTRE

The Study Area

The main criteria for the areas in town 
to consider within this study relates 
to walkability: in town centres most 
people are willing and able to walk 
to buy goods and services for about 
four hundred meters or a five minute 
walk. From the centre of town at 
the Post Office, this walkable centre 
encompasses most of the existing 
commercial centre. 

Quart Pot Creek and the Stanthorpe 
Visitor Information Centre are key 
destinations in the town centre which 
are beyond this five minute walk 
and so the streetscape plan seeks to 
improve the linkages to these areas 
and to encourage visitors to shop and 
then to visit these places. 

By becoming an attractive town 
with great streets, Stanthorpe can 
encourage longer visitor stays and 
thus more business. The study looks 
at recreational walks and cycling 
journeys to destinations within a 
ten minute walk of the centre. This 
improved walking precinct will also 
assist residents to walk and cycle to 
their town centre. 
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The town centre of Stanthorpe 
has a great advantage: it has 
a character and theme that its 
community have been actively 
involved in visioning, designing 
and making. 

Stanthorpe often is full of cars. Whilst 
some residents see this as an issue, 
it is a good problem for a town to 
have: it means people are coming to 
do business and the town is alive.

By making Stanthorpe’s main street 
a great visitor experience and 
destination, the town centre will 
become a stronger commercial area. 
Better streetscapes will link together 
the growing parts of the town.

The town centre’s role is changing. 
In 1970, the main street had many 
butchers and fruit shops, today there 
are none. Three large shopping 
centres now compete for these same 
traditional goods as well as other 
custom in town, providing variety and 
choice.

A Direction For The Future

To provide a great service 
destination, the main street and its 
shops need to : 

• look attractive
• be accessible
• be a destination
• be welcoming
• create comfort.

The main street has areas where this 
has been achieved, but many other 
streets around the business centre fall 
short of these aims.

An active collaboration between 
Council, traders and owners can 
keep the main street looking and 
acting as the community’s focal 
point. The attractions which bring 
visitors to the district need to be 
featured prominently in the main 
street: fresh produce, the winery and 
orchard industries and products, the 
wildflowers and local landscapes, 
the seasonal and autumn colour. 
New streetscapes can promote these 
qualities to provide tourists with 
things to see and do and to generate 
more trade and street life.

The main street and its shops need to:

• look attractive
• be accessible
• be a destination
• be welcoming
• create comfort

The Streetscape Plan

People spend money, not cars, so it is important to get people walking in order to 
create an active and lively main street. Over time, beautiful streetscapes will entice 
people to walk through town and will turn it into a regional destination.
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Holding Together
The Heart of Stanthorpe

Some towns aspire to be like Stanthorpe: busy with trade, centre of a destination and a place close to 
a range of major centres. Stanthorpe’s pioneering farmers created an industry and then a destination and the town 
prospered. 

Without doing a lot to its buildings or streets, the main street did well until the economy started to weaken. Yet 
the town has continued to grow on the periphery, attracting supermarkets such as IGA and ALDI. The main street 
is at a crossroads: can it continue business as usual, or does it need to lift its game to ensure it stays active and 
commercial on the street. The community cares about its main street and has come out strongly to say that things 
need to be done to make it thrive, not just survive. 

Holding Together the Heart of Stanthorpe is the dominant theme of the Stanthorpe Streetscape Plan.
The main street is the heart of the community and provides a place to shop, socialise and gather. The town has 
spread beyond Maryland and High Streets and now needs holding together. The streets are the arteries that 
connect the heart and most need care and attention. People would like streets and footpaths that are green and 
worth walking along. People also would like to provide more features and attractions for visitors, such as autumn 
colour, fresh produce and local wildflowers. The town, with its own ingenuity and labour, built Farley Piazza and the 
Post Office precinct and it now needs to continue building this unique character in other areas. Stanthorpe needs to 
put the destination into the heart, not just the district. 

A plan to help               
 Stanthorpe
 thrive, not just  
              survive.
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Holding together means the Council, the community, the traders and the shop owners work toward one 
streetscape plan, using local skills to craft streetscapes, just like they did when they built  Farley Piazza and 
the Post Office Precinct. The new streetscape works can create local work and celebrate the local skills of 
the community. Each streetscape Project can continue to be a community building event so that people are 
involved and take pride in what gets built.  

Stanthorpe has many tourism assets: an interesting settler history; a heritage of mining, timber and grazing; 
renowned orchards and fresh produce; award-winning wineries and popular event draw cards such as The 
Apple and Grape Festival. These themes, along with the well-loved granite landscapes and wildflowers, the four 
seasons weather and unique arts and crafts, need to be built on as the foundation to create a visitor destination 
on the main street.

Stanthorpe does a good job of attracting visitors, but they mainly drive through town to the surrounding villages 
and wineries for accommodation and natural attractions. Stanthorpe town centre needs to do more to retain 
visitors for longer visits, and in the long term, to encourage an overnight stay in town. This can only happen if 
the main street and town centre is a worthwhile destination in its own right.

Stanthorpe can be the heart of the granite belt by creating a main street which helps to keep the 
shop fronts lively and sustainable. With a strong streetscape plan, Stanthorpe will be able to leverage funding 
and seek substantial grants. Stanthorpe can continue to build with quality and character, creating itself into a 
destination worth staying in and a place to attract new business and residents. 

Stanthorpe needs to 

put the destination into 

the heart, not just the 

district.
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What the community say
We spoke with over 250 people 
over a period of a week in February, 
2015. Over 80 hours of one to one 
and workshop consultation time 
was devoted to the shop front, with 
additional inputs by many council 
staff.

People were clearly passionate 
about Stanthorpe. We filled the 
shop front walls with over 1000 
ideas and suggestions, from large 
changes to small repairs. Certain 
issues and needs rose to the top and 
were discussed more frequently. Full 
consultation sheets showing all ideas 
and issues are outlined in Part D: 
What The Community Say

Stanthorpe: Ideas From The Shop

Community Feedback

There were over 2756 people 
reached online with the Stanthorpe 
Streetscape post on Facebook, which 
is one of the highest responses on 
Council’s page. Additionally over 
20 emails and letters were received, 
some with very detailed suggestions. 
The Shop front was supported by 
a series of workshops held within 
the shop : with Councillors, with 
Council engineers and officers, 
with parks and gardens staff. High 
school students from St Joseph’s 
brainstormed ideas for the main 
street, as did residents from an 
arts and crafts background. A 
traders breakfast was held at the 
Queensland College of Wine 
Tourism which was well attended, as 
was a Rotary Club dinner talk, held 
at the International Club. 

250 community members
contributed ideas over one week
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Stanthorpe

People want to keep Stanthorpe town centre 
looking attractive and functional for both visitors 
and residents alike.

Residents like the streetscapes that have been 
improved around the post office and Farley Piazza 
and would like more of that character and amenity 
in the rest of the town centre.

Community Feedback

What People Would Like

1.  Improve off street parking and create better  
   laneway links.

2.  More shade.
3.  Improve directional signage and provide      

    banners.
4.  No traffic lights.
5.  Improve main street footpaths.
6.  Fix main street buildings: awnings, signage,  

    paint facades.
7.  Improve amenities: barbecues, shelters and  

    places to gather.
8.  Provide more street character. The principal  

    character references  people mentioned  
    were:  the seasons, granite, local produce,     
    Italian heritage, Quart Pot Creek.

9.  More trees.
10. More arts and crafts.
11. Create a high pedestrian activity area.
12. Improve the town entries.

Out of all of the consultation feedback from 
the set-up shop process, the community 
would like most the following things,in 
order of popularity:
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The Stanthorpe Streetscape Plan

KEY ELEMENTS OF THE PLAN:

Maryland Street South 
New public spaces, alfresco areas, pedestrian 
crossing, footpaths and laneway works
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Rogers Street Carpark + Frome Lane 
New shaded carpark, walkways and 
laneway public space

High Street Gateway
New crossing, footpaths and alfresco areas

Southern Town Entry
Avenue planting and footpaths

Town Linkage Works
New footpaths and shade trees
The Gallery Walk
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Planning and streetscape works to hold 
together the walkable town centre
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Holding Together the Heart of Stanthorpe is the 
key theme of the Stanthorpe Streetscape Plan. The main street 
is the heart of the community and provides a place to shop, 
socialise and visit. The town has spread beyond Maryland and 
High Streets and now needs holding together. The streets are 
the arteries that connect the heart and need care and attention. 
People would like streets and footpaths that are green and 
worth walking along. Stanthorpe is already a great regional 
experience, and now needs to put the destination into 
the heart, not just the district. 
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The Streetscape Plan seeks to create.....

A child and family friendly place which is a destination for 
visitors

A lively and active main street Streets worth walking onA green, colourful and shaded town

Alfresco dining areas and sitting places to activate streets
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To get people to utilize this carpark properly, the area needs better facilities. A 
sealed and illuminated asphalt carpark with walkways, deciduous shade trees and 
perimeter gardens will provide an attractive place for long term car parkers. As 
need and funding arises, central sail or shade structures could be added.

By linking footpaths and creating shady avenues along Rogers Street, the whole 
area will be more attractive and integrated. The carpark has been designed to 
maximise the number of vehicles able to park. Larger vehicles such as RV’s would 
be accommodated with larger on street parking bays.

An Enticing Carpark On Rogers Street
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Frome Lane will be improved 
between the shop fronts with a vine 
covered arbor, hanging baskets, 
lighting, perimeter gardens and clay 
paving. 

The lane will become a sitting area 
with a local Wi-Fi network to attract 
visitors, backpackers and passing 
residents nearby. The main goal will 
be to entice people to park off street 
on Rogers Street and to walk to the 
main street. The rear of the lane 
would be a tree shaded zone with 
coloured asphalt to designate the 
walkway.

A Shady Frome Lane
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The footpaths to the northern 
section of High Street have not 
been improved since the 1970’s. 
The transition from the footpaths to 
the roads are steep and difficult in 
places. 

A central median with advanced and 
elevated shade trees will assist in 
creating a town gateway. An option 
is to regrade the road to achieve two 
level carriageways which relate better 
to each footpath and reduce the 
camber. 

The existing informal crossing near 
the roundabout on High Street is 
poor in quality, provides no amenity 
and is distant from where people 
want to cross. A new mid-block 
crossing will allow people to safely 
cross centrally near the main shops 
and medical centre. The new 
crossing plaza will provide five key 
benefits:

• creates a green town gateway
• passive traffic calming with trees 

and a narrower carriageway
• street activation and plaza spaces
• a safe, illuminated and level 

crossing
• better sight lines and vehicle 

queuing space 

The crossing provides main street 
shoppers with a better way to walk 
to the hotel and on to the Aldi 
supermarket.

The High Street Gateway
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A new pedestrian crossing place 
located between the Thai restaurant 
and the Italian café will provide 
much better, safer crossing nearer to 
shops. Paving areas surrounded by 
trees and low maintenance gardens 
will allow the nearby cafes to activate 
the street with alfresco dining. A 
central disabled access car park will 
allow people much easier access to 
adjacent medical facilities on High 
Street.

Victoria Street will be improved with a 
shaded footpath and an interpretive 
‘Gallery Walk’ trail linking the main 
street to the art gallery and to Quart 
Pot Creek.
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Whilst there are many things to     
improve in Stanthorpe, the southern 
part of the main street is an area 
which the community feels should be 
revitalised. 

The existing zebra crossing provides 
a poor level of amenity and is 
too distant from the Farley Piazza 
crossing. Crossing the street is 
difficult due to the camber and 
the very wide carriageways. A safe 
mid-block pedestrian crossing place 
adjacent to the cluster of cafes and 
the hotel in the centre of the street 
block will be created. This makes 
use of an existing ‘no parking’ zone 
next to the hotel and provides for the 
possibility of a negotiated laneway 
access beside the hotel, accessing off 
street car parking on Hilton Street. 
The mid-block crossing provides for 
safer and more accessible pedestrian 
movement, allows greater sight lines 
and more room for vehicles to queue 
in both directions.

Frome Lane would be retrofitted as 
a welcoming pedestrian lane. Over 
time each footpath on Maryland 
Street should be renovated to provide 
colour, a new level surface and 
improved furnishings. Footpaths 
need to be attractive to entice visitors 
to walk the length and onwards to 
Quart Pot Creek.

Maryland Street South
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A better, safer crossing will be built mid-block near O’Mara’s Hotel laneway and 
near Frome Lane to assist off street parking and safe people movement across 
the wide street. The new public place will provide safe and comfortable alfresco 
dining areas for adjacent cafes.  

The mid-block crossing would provide alfresco outdoor dining spaces on the 
flanks and would be built in the style of the street build-out near the brass monkey 
sculpture, thus activating the street near adjacent food and cafe businesses.

Shade trees, level paving, low maintenance gardens and safety balustrades will 
frame the spaces, creating a green gateway at the southern part of the main 
street.

A Crossing Plaza on Maryland Street
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After: Maryland Street Crossing Plaza A new public place which acts as a gateway, provides pleasant gathering areas and a good crossing
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A safe crossing will be achieved in the midblock of High Street, allowing 
vehicle queuing space in both directions, creating a green town gateway and 
providing alfresco dining for adjacent cafes. A right hand turn into Victoria 
Street will be created with line marking to reduce congestion at this point. 
The crossing may be line marked subject to a warrant.

A Crossing Plaza on High Street
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After: High Street Crossing Plaza A green gateway to the north, with convenient crossing areas and outdoor dining areas
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Southern Town Entry 

The southern entry currently encourages faster vehicle movements than would be 
desirable down Maryland Street toward Quart Pot Creek due to the incline and wide open 
carriageways. Planting avenue trees is a simple strategy to achieve passive traffic calming 
and improve the entry. The existing bridge has reached the end of its life and the state 
government has plans to replace it at some future point when funds permit. The proposed 
bridge will create a minor diversion to the route into town. A double row of Poplar trees 
could be planted to frame the new elevated bridge entry. In the short term the Poplar trees 
could be planted in locations which would not impact future works.

A median island with Maple trees will slow vehicles at the gateway and provide a pleasant 
town entry near the Boulevard Motel. A small carpark will be created at the  town entry to 
encourage more visitation to Quart Pot Creek and to provide additional off street parking.

A mix of local riverine trees and autumn colour trees will be established along Quart Pot 
Creek with interpretive signage and sculptures integrated to create a gallery walk trail. A 
new footpath to the western side of Maryland Street will lead to the roundabout which will 
be improved with trees and gardens. A safe informal crossing would be created across 
Maryland Street to the bus stop.
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Not enough visitors walk from the main street to the art 
gallery and library. The walking experience from the main 
street to the art gallery and to Quart Pot Creek could be 
enhanced to provide visitors and residents with pleasant 
half and one hour recreational loops. 

Deciduous trees with flowers and autumn colour would 
provide scenic and shaded avenues which would be 
supplemented by artworks and sculptural markers created 
by local artists. 

Quart Pot Creek needs some footpath improvements in 
sections to enable loop options for walkers. The wetlands 
and adjacent parklands to the east are a very attractive 
destination which should be better linked and promoted.

Large deciduous park trees need to be planted to create 
shade along the walkways and to create more interesting 
spaces. Interpretive signage could also be installed 
leading out from the Visitor Information Centre towards 
the gallery and main street. 

The Gallery Walk

Beautiful wetland areas can be 
linked with the Gallery Walk

Crafted and welcoming spaces featuring artworks Rural character will be reinforced 
with stone, steel and timber 
elements

Interesting seating and interpretation 
will be installed along walks

Creative story-telling signage 
will be built into structures
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Great towns are walkable. People 
like to experience new places and 
when they are attractive and green, 
people get out of their cars. As the 
population ages more reliance on 
non-motorised transport will be 
required and older people will need 
pleasant and safe access to the 
centre.

Stanthorpe’s walkable heart consists 
of the main street, Maryland Street. 
The rest of the streets do not feel 
well integrated at the moment and 
lack footpaths and shade. To thrive, 
Stanthorpe must make a pleasant 
walkable heart within the five minute 
zone for shoppers and a ten minute 
zone for local residents.

Stanthorpe has three large shopping 
centres which are likely to absorb 
shopping needs well into the future. 
There will be much more activity 
in ongoing years around this area: 
more vehicle movements and more 
pedestrian activity. The footpaths and 
streets around this part of town are 
in need of improvement. Shade trees 
and footpaths are in needed to allow 
people to walk between the three 
shopping centres and the main street.

Stanthorpe is a good place to ride 
a bicycle however, there is not much 
of a culture for this except among 
school children. A bike hire venue 

Walking and Cycling Strategies

occurs at the Visitor Information 
Centre and over time more visitors 
will come and stay longer in the town 
if it is made attractive. Recreational 
cycling and walking is an important 
future use for the town because 
visitors will need activities, and the 
destinations of interest are on the 
periphery: Quart Pot Creek and 
Mt Marley. A signed and pavement 
marked cycle route to those locations 
should be built over time to create 
the setting for these activities.

Creating better footpaths to the 
perimeter and supermarket areas will 
create options for moving through 
town and help integrate the town 
centre as it grows.

Stanthorpe’s perimeter streets are not pedestrian friendly

The wetlands are a worthwhile walking destination New paths will link town and creek
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Recently, incoming commercial 
activity in Stanthorpe’s town centre 
has been minimal. Development 
approvals from 2009 include only 
two new retail applications on the 
main street aside from the two large 
shopping centre applications from 
Stanthorpe Plaza and Aldi.

The other approvals related to 
accommodation, medical, vet and 
educational/health services.

Maryland and High Streets form 
the traditional core of main street 
commercial areas in Stanthorpe. 
In recent years, fringe commercial 
activity has expanded into Rogers, 
Hilton and Davadi Streets.

The three shopping centres are 
all clustered on the periphery of 
the main street, just within walking 
distance and uphill from the central 
post office. With the construction 
of Aldi, the three centres should 
absorb retail demand in the 
district for a long time. Main street 
oriented traders may seek over 
time to capitalize on proximity to 
these magnets, and this may create 
increased competition with the main 
street trading areas.

A lot of commercial zoned land is 
available away from the main street,
mainly to the east and north-east in 
areas currently occupied by houses. 

Planning Strategies

In many growing towns, the take 
up of such land by retail and bulky 
goods traders creates a decline in 
the traditional main street oriented 
centre. 

The mixed use zones beyond a 
five minute walk from the centre 
should be reviewed to ensure that 
the main street stays integrated 
and walkable and to provide for 
commercial uses in the future which 
are supportive to the whole town 
centre. Medium density residential 
uses should be encouraged in 
peripheral mixed use areas. To be 
more lively at night and sustainable 
into the future, Stanthorpe needs to 
promote more inner city residential 
living including shop-top and rear 
lane accommodation and smaller 
housing options for retired and 
single person households.

From a good urban design 
perspective, if the town needs 
to grow, the town plan should 
encourage infill, rather than further 
expansion on the fringes. The ideal 
places for infill retail uses are on 
Hilton and Rogers Streets, and once 
this infill has occurred, development 
could extend on to Matthew Street.

The main street needs to provide a 
positive setting to give businesses 
the confidence to invest.
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Planning 
Strategies
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Traffic
There is a community perception that 
Stanthorpe’s main street encourages 
faster vehicles by nature of its wide 
downhill carriageways. Both the 
northern and southern entries into 
town are downhill. 

The intersection of High and Davadi 
streets is a problem area for the 
community. With the new service 
station and Aldi development, there 
will be more vehicles travelling in this 
vicinity.

There are fourteen school buses 
and about fourteen charter buses 
moving regularly through Stanthorpe. 
Meetings with the bus operators 
highlighted the need to improve 
traffic movements around Davadi 
and High Streets, and also at the
Davadi and Lock Street intersection, 
where it is currently difficult to 
achieve bus turning manoeuvres.

There will also be more vehicles 
moving westerly from Aldi across 
town. Lock Street has a one way 
section near the roundabout which 
prevents this movement, and which 
might increase congestion at the 
right turn on High Street toward 
Victoria Street as vehicles attempt to 
move westwards. A right turn lane 
is proposed in the streetscape plan 
to assist this increasing movement 
pattern. 

Traffic, Pedestrian Movement and Parking

The traffic assessment report for Aldi 
(Lambert and Rehbein, 2014) noted 
that the annual average daily traffic 
(AADT) counts from TMR show over 
7500 vehicles per day travelling 
south of the Lock Street roundabout 
into High Street. Advice from TMR in 
August 2015 shows over 6200
vehicles per day travelling along
High Street. The difference in these 
numbers is difficult to guage since 
there is little other  current traffic 
data available. The Lambert and 
Rehbein study did not analyse the 
external road network or provide 
traffic volume surveys. The number 
of vehicles travelling through the 
main street is commensurate with the 
functions of a regional town centre 
such as Stanthorpe. 

These traffic matters require further 
analysis to achieve improved vehicle 
movement in the north of the town 
centre:  particularly  east-west 
cross town movements near the 
roundabout at Lock and High Streets
and  also movement around St 
Joseph’s school on High Street. 
Additionally,emergency vehicles 
to the east of town require a laneway 
to move across the railway corridor 
land to the east. Options for creating 
a practical emergency vehicle lane 
east of Davadi Street need to be 
investigated. There is a need to 
update traffic and pedestrian

encouraging short stays and fast turn 
over on the main street. To achieve 
this, time regulated signage is
required on the main street since 
too many carparks are being lost 
to all day car parkers, including 
shopping staff and shop owners. A 
strategy of two hour, one hour and 
fifteen minute car parking on the 
main street would allow car parking 
in time limits suited to the adjacent 
retailing, and would make more car 
parks available where people want 
them most.

Low parking rates encourage longer 
stays, more pedestrian activity and 
greater mode diversity. They also
provide more opportunity for better 
amenity. High parking rates often 
just achieve high traffic volumes, low 
pedestrian activity and short visits. 
Supermarket carparks act in this 
latter way. 

The 2012 Stanthorpe CBD Parking 
Study by Osborne Lane analysed 
parking spaces and user behaviour in 
the town centre and in supermarket
carparks. The conclusion outlines 
that the current carpark occupancy in 
the CBD is providing a ‘reasonable 
level of parking facility’. 

On the main street during trading 
hours, Osborne Lane concluded that 
car parking is close to capacity, and 
the recommendation is to build a 
carpark on Council owned land on 
Rogers Street. Signage and linkage 
to this carpark from the main street 
are also suggested. 

movement data within the town 
centre to better assist with these 
issues.

Pedestrian Movement
The width of the carriageway on
High and Maryland Street is an 
impediment to informally crossing
the street. The Farley Piazza crossing 
works well, however the other two 
informal crossing points require 
improvements. Two pedestrian 
crossings are proposed to the mid-
blocks of both High and Maryland 
Streets to cater for the level of 
pedestrian movement and to provide 
safe, all ability access points. 

Improvements to these crossings 
provide opportunities for traffic 
calming as well as for utilizing space 
nearby which cannot be used for 
car parking. Better crossings are not 
particularly reliant on traffic data: it 
is evident that people need to safely 
cross the wide streets in practical 
locations. High pedestrian activity 
across the main street is a key driver 
to encourage walking in town. The 
existing Maryland Street crossing 
is line marked. The proposed High 
Street crossing may be line marked, 
subject to a warrant review. 

Parking
People can only contribute to a 
vibrant and sustainable main street 
once you get them out of their car. 
Convenient parking means 
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Traffic + Pedestrian
Movement

Stanthorpe 
Town Centre

LEGEND

Major traffic generators

Heavy vehicle and 
emergency service vehicle 
bypass route

Pedestrian crossing 
points and links needing 
improvement 

Potential emergency only 
vehicle access to the east 
required on road reserve

Key findings in the study also show 
that aside from the main street, other 
streets remain vastly underutilised for 
parking, and that shopkeepers and 
business owners reduce the available
car parking in the high usage areas of 
Maryland and High Streets, as well as 
in the Woolworths carpark. The SCRC 
Council carpark is also noted to be 
underutilised.

Developing parking regulation is 
suggested, using time regulated parking 
spaces, particularly where long term 
parking is occurring in main street 
parking areas which ought to provide 
high turn-over parking. Finally, the 
Osborne Lane study recommends 
implementing these measures as part of 
a parking management plan.

Osborne Lane Consultants developed 
concepts for the Rogers Street car park, 
but did not integrate access ways or 
landscaping or shade. Their concepts 
incorporate three HRV car parks. In 
the proposed Streetscape Masterplan, 
more car parks are created by reducing 
the circulation lanes between aisles 
and creating multiple driveway entries. 
Since HRV’s take up a lot of room, it 
is considered better to locate them on 
minor commercial streets within parallel 
parking areas, such as on Rogers Street.

In summary, it is good that car parks 
on the main street are being highly 
used. More efficient car parking would 
be created by time regulation and by 
getting people to walk a bit further to all 
the underutilised car parking on the side 
streets and in off-street car parks.
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Stanthorpe Streetscape
Key Projects Masterplan

Project 1: Crossing plaza on Maryland 
Street 

LEGEND

Project 2: Crossing plaza on High 
Street 

Project 3: Frome Lane and buildouts 
on Rogers and Maryland Streets

Project 5: Footpath improvements to 
High Street South

Project 6: Footpath improvements to 
Maryland Street West 

Project 7: Footpath improvements to 
Maryland Street East

Project 8: Victoria Street and High Street 
North improvements

Project 9: Southern town entry

Project 10: Northern and Western 
town entries

Project 11: Perimeter town footpaths, 
park linkage works, The Gallery Walk 
and avenue tree plantings
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The following projects represent eleven integrated works packages which could be implemented over a period of time and as funds permit. This order of costs is for the purposes of strategic budgeting. 
Precise costings are undertaken once detailed design drawings have been completed for each project. The project costs include design fees, project management and contingencies. Depending on 
grants and co-funding, any of these projects could be built first. The order generally follows the priorities of the community and projects likely to be co-funded by current grants.  Projects are intended to 
be undertaken in a similar fashion to the Post Office precinct: smaller areas of improvement with the opportunity for co-funding along the way. The forward budget excludes undergrounding of power 
although conduits would be included in the footpaths to allow power and fibre optic works to happen at a later Project. Council and the community need to adopt a streetscape plan to allow sourcing 
of funds and provide direction for Stanthorpe’s town centre.

Project 1 Maryland Street crossing 
Illuminated pedestrian crossing on Maryland with buildout near cafes to allow for outdoor dining and public seating. Negotiated pathway beside pub linking Maryland 
to Hilton Street. Trees and pathway improvements to lane. 

Project 2 High Street crossing and Northern Gateway
Illuminated pedestrian crossing in front of L’Aquila and the Thai restaurant. Buildouts allow for outdoor dining with trees and bollards. Clay paved footpath with benches 

and bins, traffic calming medians and public art. New wheelchair carpark fronting the medical centre. Gateway improvements and streetscape works on Lock Street. 

Project 3 Frome Lane and build outs on Rogers and Maryland Streets
Upgrade of Frome Lane to include trees, vine covered pergola, benches, wifi and hanging baskets. Buildouts at entries onto Maryland and Rogers Streets. 

Project 4 Rogers Street Carpark
Construct carpark to Rogers Street with illumination and shade trees. Central footpath from carpark to shops with street buildouts to cross Rogers Street.

Project 5 High Street South streetscape works 
High Street and Victoria Street streetscape works incorporating a right slip lane into Victoria Street and a public sitting area near the Central Hotel. New level streetscape 
areas with trees, street furniture gardens and signage. 

Project 6 Maryland Street West footpath works
Clay paved footpath down Maryland Street between Farley Piazza and Folkstone Street on the western side of the street. Streetscape works include bins, benches and 
interspersed buildouts with trees, gardens and public art. Includes construction of a buildout on the corner of Folkstone and Maryland Street with trees, level paving 
areas and traffic calming.  

Project 7 Maryland Street East footpath works
Clay paved footpath down Maryland Street between Farley Piazza and Folkstone Street on the eastern side of the street. Streetscape works include bins, benches and 
interspersed buildouts with trees, gardens and public art. Works construction of a buildout on the corner of Folkstone and Maryland Street with trees, level paving areas 
and traffic calming.  

Project 8 Victoria Street improvements 
Full width clay paving on Victoria Street with street furniture. Gallery Walk commenced with interpretive signage and artworks. Street tree planting on Victoria and Lock 
Streets. 

Project 9 Southern Town Entry  
Construct gardens and shade trees in street buildouts near Folkstone Street. New footpath and central median traffic calming with trees on High street. Small bitumen 
surfaced carpark at Quart Pot Creek. Foothpath and street tree improvements to connect the main street to Quart Pot Creek. 

Project 10 Northern and Western Town Entries 
Central medians on High Street with advanced trees to create a gateway. Buildouts on the Rogers Street gateway, with paved areas for dining, bollards, furniture, and 
gardens with trees. 

Project 11 Town, Creek and Gallery Walk footpaths and Town Centre avenues 
Footpaths and plantings linking the town, new commercial areas and Quart Pot Creek. Create Gallery Walk with interpretative signage and public art along the creek, 
joining up to the art gallery and into town.  

$210,000.00 

$390,000.00

$250,000.00 

$390,000.00 

$440,000.00 

$510,000.00 

$510,000.00 

$210,000.00 

$250,000.00 

$150,000.00 

$480,000.00

Streetscape and Infrastructure Projects
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Recommendations

The following actions are proposed to action the Stanthorpe Streetscape Plan and Report:

1. Adopt the plan in principle and exhibit for public comment. When adopted, the 
Plan should be placed on Council’s website to allow it to stay a live and accessible 
document.

2. Identify and plan projects that can form part of Council’s capital works as funds 
and priorities permit. Council could create a reserve for streetscape works to 
allow funds to progressively build up to achieve the target budget for projects in 
Stanthorpe.

3. Actively seek and submit grant applications to implement any of the eleven projects 
in the Streetscape Plan. There are relevant grants available for road safety, street 
improvements, footpath and cycling, community health and wellbeing, local 
government, regional development, history and interpretation, art and crafts.

4. Implement a parking management plan as recommended in the 2012 Stanthorpe 
CBD Parking Study, including the planning and installation of time restricted 
parking on High and Maryland Streets, and to better utilize off street and perimeter 
car parking.

5. Update traffic and pedestrian movement data within the town centre. Analyse and 
seek solutions for improved vehicle movement in the north of the town centre: 
east-west cross town movements near the roundabout at Lock and High Streets 
and movement around St Joseph’s school on High Street.

6. Review the land use planning provisions related to the mixed use zone in accord 
with the goals of the Stanthorpe Streetscape Plan to ensure the main street retailing 
area stays integrated and walkable. Medium density residential uses should be 
encouraged in peripheral mixed use areas. Promote more inner city residential 
living including shop-top and rear lane accommodation and smaller housing 
options for retired and single person households.

7. Improve the level of maintenance to footpaths and landscapes within the main 
street areas, particularly where streetscape works have already been undertaken. 
Make minor repairs to renovated streetscape areas to keep them well presented.

8. The Woolworths carpark and frontage have been identified as an area needing 
better amenity at the town entry. Council should liaise with the owners and 
managers to make improvements to shade trees, gardens and footpaths.
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Part B: The detail in the plan
The Stanthorpe Streetscape Plan

By John Mongard Landscape Architects
July 2015
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LEGEND
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Stanthorpe Footpath Strategy

As Stanthorpe grows on the periphery 
it will be important to maintain good 
walking linkages throughout town 
and maintain an integrated main 
street commercial area. 

It is important to build and maintain 
high quality, shaded, walking paths 
within a five minute walk of the 
centre. This should be easily walked 
by most people. The walkways need 
to be pleasant and cool to entice 
people to walk not drive.

Main street footpaths will continue to 
be two toned clay paving to create 
unity and warmth in the heart. 

Secondary footpaths will be a 
combination of concrete and 
clay pavers to create town centre 
character. Additonal footpaths need 
construction to link together other 
walkways and fringe town centre 
areas.

New footpaths, extending the warm-
coloured paving from the Post Office 
all the way up to the roundabout 
with new benches, litter bins and 
occassional gardens will continue 
the popular Stanthorpe theme and 
character. 

Inset crafted tiling can be extended 
in new clay footpaths to provide 
colour and tell new stories about 
the town.

Steps up to shops can be removed 
wherever feasible. Colour and 
shade will be created on the 
footpaths wherever possible 
to create a more appealing 
destination.

Town centre footpaths could be 
completed one block at a time, or 
one footpath section at a time.

(for footpath finishes, refer to 
section ‘Street Character: Paving’)
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Street Activity:  Markets

Stanthorpe grows wonderful fruit and 
vegetables but they are not a feature of the 
main street. This is a lost opportunity to feature 
one of the districts biggest attractions within 
the main street: fresh outstanding produce. 
Stanthorpe needs to unite behind this tourism 
opportunity and promote produce on the main 
street. The best way is to encourage markets 
to open and to locate them centrally on the 
main street so that shops can benefit from the 
activity. 

There is a small emerging organic farmers 
market that uses Farley Piazza and adjacent 
footpaths. Access, power and more space 
are practical needs for this group. A monthly 
market occurs in the carpark fronting 
Stanthorpe Plaza. Issues for these traders 
include lack of shade, lack of linkage to the 
main street and lack of amenity in the carpark.

The Streetscape Plan proposes that a regular 
weekend market focused around local produce 
would best be located in the longer term 
behind Farley Piazza, utilizing the roadspace 
and moving into the Piazza. There are public 
toilets, plenty of car parks, and easy access 
and power facilities in this location. Ideally, the 
town markets would combine with the produce 
market, since a more intense and lively mix of 
stalls creates a stronger destination. However, 
this would require ongoing discussion and 
negotiation. The rear roadspace would be 
either closed for the period or designated a 
shared zone. A market on the weekend would 
not affect the banks and their rear carpark, 
and other main street shops may stay open and 
potentially gain trade.
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Carpark Area 
Trees: Ash
Fraxinus pennsylvanica 
‘Urbdell’- Urbanite

Main 
Street Trees: Pistachio + Pear
Pistacia chinensis
Pyrus calleryana

Feature
Park Tree: Gum
Eucalyptus scoparia

Gateway
Street Trees: Maple
Acer rubrum ‘Fairview Flame’

Town Frame
Street Tree: Pear
Pyrus calleryana

The Gallery Walk
Street Tree: Mixed deciduous tree 
corridors with native riverine
clusters

LEGEND

Stanthorpe Street Tree Strategy
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Stanthorpe has over time become 
dominated by concrete and asphalt. 
The community would like to have a 
green heart which welcomes visitors and 
residents.

The wide streets provide low cost 
opportunities to green up the heart. 
Stanthorpe needs visual integration as it 
grows on its peripheries and trees are the 
best way to create this unity.

On the main street, Pistachios will create 
colour and shade. They come in a range 
of advanced sizes and shapes, providing 
instant impact with clear sightlines. 
Where power lines are located deciduous 
hybrids designed for these locations 
would be used.

The town gateways will feature Maples to 
extend the autumn impact, create shade 
and calm traffic by narrowing the wide 
carriageway vistas. Poplars will be used 
to frame the southern bridge entry.

Off street carpark areas will feature Ash 
trees, and the town frame streets will be 
various types of Pear trees.

Along the creek there is space for larger 
autumn feature trees such as Golden 
Ash, as well as the native Wallangarra 
Gum. The walkways can be in-filled 
with a creative mix of riverine and native 
trees. The creek walk would become 
an even more dramatic experience with 
the integration of public sculpture and 
interpretive signage, creating a real 
visitor destination.

Pistacia chinensis

Landscape value: A lovely small to medium 
sized tree grown predominantly for its graceful 
pinnate leaves that colour orange-red in au-
tumn. Autumn colour can be stunning. Tough 
enough for use in difficult areas in streets and 
perhaps under-utilised for parks, gardens and 
urban plantings.
Height: 8 metre(s)
Width: 6 metre(s)
Growth rate: Slow to moderate.
Habit: Rounded. 
Foliage: Dark green and glossy, pinnate leaves, 
usually with 10 or 12 leaflets. The autumn col-
our is a spectacular orange to reddish-orange. 
The leaves are generally held well into winter.
Bark: Greyish-brown and shallowly fissured, 
flaking to reveal pinkish-orange younger bark.

Pistachio Ornamental Pear

Pyrus calleryana Chanticleer

Landscape value: A superb, upright ornamental 
pear introduction with a dense habit and at-
tractive foliage. Excellent for sites where lateral 
space is restricted, its tough disposition and 
aesthetic attributes combine to make for a won-
derfully versatile tree be it for home gardens or 
streets and public areas.
Height: 11 metre(s)
Width: 6 metre(s)
Growth rate: Moderate.
Habit: Narrowly conical. Dense.
Foliage: Lustrous dark green leaves that turn 
gold, plum and burgundy in autumn.
Flowers: Masses of white flowers produced in 
large corymbs in spring.
Bark: Greyish-brown and lightly furrowed.

Main Street Frame 

Fraxinus pennsylvanica 
‘Urbdell’- Urbanite

Landscape value: A symmetrical habit, highly 
lustrous foliage and distinctive bark are just 
three positive attributes of this tough shade 
tree. Very good for street, park and garden 
plantings.
Height: 11 metres.
Width: 8 metres.
Growth rate: Moderate.
Habit: Broadly pyramidal, dense. Upright 
branching.
Foliage: Extremely lustrous, dark green pinnate 
leaves with five to nine leaflets, changing to a 
deep bronze in autumn. The large leaflets im-
part a moderately coarse, but elegant, texture 
to the canopy.
Bark: Attractive grey to dark greyish-brown. 
Becoming ridged and furrowed with age.

Ash
Carparks
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Acer rubrum ‘Fairview Flame’

Landscape value: This vigorous, well structured 
tree with spectacular and reliable autumn 
foliage colour is possibly one of the best red 
maple cultivars available. A suitable choice 
for larger areas in landscaping as a shade or 
specimen tree.
Height: 11 metres.
Width: 7 metres.
Growth rate: Moderate.
Habit: Oval to moderately ovate.
Foliage: Mid- to dark green three- to five-lobed 
leaves changing to multi colours in autumn.
Bark: Thin, dark grey and roughly textured. The 
young twigs are bright red.

Maple
Gateways

Poplar
Southern Entry

Populus x P. eurameriana ‘Veronese’

Landscape value: A fast growing narrow tree 
that can be used as a windbreak and as an 
attractive specimen tree for large, open areas.
Height: 20 metres.
Width: 6 metres.
Growth rate: Fast.
Habit: Narrowly ovate to broadly columnar. 
Becoming broader with age.
Foliage: Attractive mid-green, triangular 
foliage turns to yellow in autumn and can be 
spectacular.
Flowers: Inconspicuous catkins.
Bark: Grey and scaly, becoming furrowed.

Eucalyptus scoparia

Landscape value: A relatively fast growing 
ornamental tree with an attractive smooth, 
white bark. The slightly drooping branches give 
the tree a graceful appearance. Ideal for use 
as a street tree or specimen tree in parks and 
gardens, promenades and open areas.
Height: 12 metre(s)
Width: 9 metre(s)
Growth rate: Moderate to fast.
Habit: Erect, rather slender habit with long, 
narrow leaves that hang downwards producing 
a willow-like appearance.
Foliage: Adult leaves are narrow lanceolate up 
to 20 cm long and 1.5 cm wide. Both juvenile 
and adult leaves are glossy green in colour with 

numerous oil glands. Slightly pendulous.
Flowers: Small white flowers are borne in 
umbels of usually three to seven, appearing 
from late spring to summer.
Bark: New bark is smooth, powdery white 
ageing to grey. Can be patchy.
Text + images of trees: Flemings

Wallangarra Gum
Park
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Street Character: Gardens

Hanging baskets and grape vines 
trellised over footpath awnings would 
be a great way to promote the ‘apple 
and grape’ town theme and festival 
on the main street. Traders and the 
festival are willing to work with Council 
to deliver a collaborative project which 
will add character and assist in making 
the main street a destination.

Street gardens will be installed with 
each new streetscape works. The 
gardens will provide colour, texture 
and points of interest. The trees will 
create a streetscape character to make 
the main street a visitor destination.

Vine-covered structures will feature at 
each new crossing plaza to provide 
shelter and enclosure for public sitting 
areas.

Ornamental and non-fruiting grapevines can be integrated 
where there are awning posts 

Hanging baskets could brighten key parts of the main street

Low flowering gardens with overhead shade will provide 
colour

Low maintenance native plants could feature in new gardensTrees will be advanced to clear sightlines
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Featuring Wildflowers

Leucopogon lanceloatus
Lance bear heath

Dillwynia phylicoides
Showy parrot pea

Leptospermum novae-angliae
New England tea tree

Melaleuca thymifolia
Thyme honey myrtle

Dendrobium speciosum
King Orchid

Grevillea juniperina
subsp. allojohnsonii
Prickly grevillea

Stanthorpe’s granite soil and 
landscape produce an amazing array 
of wildflowers. The Streetscape Plan 
seeks to feature these flowers by 
propagating and planting them, and 
also through interpretation in signage 
and artworks.

Local nurseries can grow on and 
trial species which are not in general 
production. Ideally, seasonal 
colour on the main street gardens 
would feature Stanthorpe’s unique 
wildflowers.
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Boronia granitica
Granite boronia

Philotheca epilosa
Waxflower

Iridaceae Patersonia glabrata
Wild iris, purple flag

Goodeniaceae Dampiera 
purpurea
Mountain dampiera

Asteraceae Xerochrysum 
bracteatum
Golden everlasting

Asteraceae Olearia ramosissima
Blue mountain daisy

Stanthorpe’s wildflowers could 
become a unique feature of the 
main street, providing a better visitor 
experience.
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Street Character:  Street seating

Seven types of street seats have been specifically designed for Stanthorpe, some of 
them in collaboration with local woodworkers and with high school industrial arts 
students. They all feature Australian hardwood and are locally fabricated. These 
benches provide a unique and local suite of furniture which can be extended 
throughout town.

Type B:
Double sided bench with back

Type E:
Planter bench

Type D:
Wall mounted curved bench

Type C:
Bench without back

Type F:
Wide platform bench

Type F:
Close up of platform bench

Type G:
Long park bench

Type A:
Single bench with back
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A whole suite of furniture has been designed for Stanthorpe including tree guards, light posts, directional signs, bollards and 
noticeboards. The only item not designed or made locally is the litter bin. Various litter bins occur on the main street, none 
of them conducive to the Stanthorpe theme. A new custom built and locally fabricated bin could be designed to take both 
normal and recycled waste, with cigarette butt receptacles. The bins would be integrated into Council’s waste management 
program.

Street Character:  Other furniture

Tree guards are placed to protect trees 
and can be removed after 5 years

Feature street lamps can be continued in 
new feature gathering places

Custom directional signs can be installed 
at key locations to direct people to 
attractions

Balustrades with vines provide safe 
gathering places on build outs

The existing noticeboard is well used. 
Refurbished noticeboards can use softer timber

Timber bollards are used to provide 
safety barriers for pedestrians

A custom built bin can reinforce the main 
street theme

Ramp railings are used for new all-access 
public spaces
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Street Character:  Clay paving

Stanthorpe has a combination of 
broad extents of old concrete paving 
and renewed central areas which 
feature various combinations of clay, 
concrete and granite finishes. 

There are ten types of paving that 
have been developed for the town 
centre in recent times and these 
provide all the solutions required 
for ongoing street renewal in order 
to maintain an integrated town 
character. 

Main Street Paving Types:

A.  Clay paving with linear tile bands
B.  Clay paving, two tone lines
C. Clay paving with linear + wave    
     bands
D.  Two tone clay paving with wave     
     band and tiles
E.  Clay paving in two tone grid
G. Granite crazy paving
H. Concrete paving with tile band
I.   Existing concrete honed to         
     regenerate

Type B: 
Clay paving with linear colour tile bands

Type A: 
Clay paving, two tone lines

Type C: 
Clay paving with linear and wave bands

Type D: 
Two tone clay paving with wave band and  
coloured tiles

Type D: 
Paving works showing the pattern from 
above

Secondary Street Paving Types:

F. Secondary town footpath in clay       
J. Minor concrete footpath
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Type D:
Paving detail showing coloured tile close 
up

Type E: 
Clay paving in two tone grid

Type E: 
Clay paving with feature vine pattern

Type F: 
Secondary town footpath in clay

Type G: 
Granite crazy paving

The main street paving types provide 
variations on a theme based on a 
two tone clay background, featuring 
various pattern options.

Various areas of concrete paving 
need to be renovated particularly 
near the heritage lettering. Where 
the surface is of sufficent quality it 
is proposed to grind and hone the 
slabs to expose colour and revitalize 
the surface finish.

This honed insitu finish can be 
used where concrete paving is level 
with kerbs and entries and is in 
reasonable condition. It would be 
used in combination with colour 
tile bands to provide colour and 
character.

Granite crazy paving should only be 
used in low pedestrian use zones.
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Street Character:  Concrete paving

Secondary streets running off 
Maryland and High Streets  and 
connecting to the shopping centres 
are to be paved in Type F clay 
paved paths, which are 2.2 metres 
wide with occassional bands in 
lighter clay pavers.

Other streets on the fringe of the 
town centre can grade down to 
1.8 metre wide concrete footpaths 
where there is low pedestrian 
activity.

Heritage concrete lettering to retain. 
New lettering could be incorporated into 
other feature pavements

Heritage paving door mat paving to retain

Existing concrete path on Maryland Street Type I: 
Existing concrete can be honed to 
regenerate the surface

Type H: 
Concrete paving with tile band

Type J: 
Minor concrete footpath
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Various walls, surfaces and structures have been designed for Stanthorpe. They 
feature granite facings. Steps provide colour through tiling. Street enclosures for 
sitting areas feature balustrading and wind barriers that are specific to Stanthorpe 
and were developed by local artist Melanie Forbes. This style of structure could be 
used in new crossing plazas down the main street.

Street Character:  Structures

Sculpture and sitting platform:
Concrete top with granite walls

Steel framed and toughened glass wind barrier Painted steel balustrading with vine trellis
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Garden edging:
Stacked granite flats

Retaining structures:
Gabions with granite

Free standing interpretive signs featuring local stories

Street Character:  Structures
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Street Character:  Structures

Granite faced wall and arch Granite faced cladding and paving to alfresco areas Lightly exposed concrete step treads with feature 
coloured tiling risers
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Street Character:  Storytelling

A range of streetscape interpretive 
works will be created so that each 
stage of improvement continues to 
tell stories about Stanthorpe and its 
people.

Story-telling signage will be built 
into various elements such as seats 
and shade structures. Freestanding 
signage utilizing cut out metal 
graphics will feature in the Gallery 
Walk, where there is also space 
for larger freestanding interpretive 
signs to keep people engaged and 
to provide a visitor experience with 
meaning.
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Street Character: Public Art

Stanthorpe’s main street has 
developed a strong character based 
on local arts and crafts.

Local artists have collaborated 
at each stage of streetscape 
improvements, with works in recent 
generations to pavements, walls and 
screens as well as the creation of 
sculptures and crafted structures.

Ongoing projects will continue this 
creative tradition, introducing young 
people, new artists and artisans. The 
local high school’s should continue 
to collaborate on making excellent 
street furniture, such as those that 
feature at Farley Piazza.

A sculpture trail could eventually link 
all the way to the gallery along Quart 
Pot Creek, providing an interesting 
journey for visitors.

Walkways could feature small artworks Artwork by Melanie Forbes, Farley Piazza

Artwork by Melanie Forbes, Farley Piazza

Future artwoks could encourage play Artwork by Teri Welles and Maggie Brockie, corner of Railway 
and Maryland Streets
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Visitors and tourists would stay in 
Stanthorpe longer if they had more 
things to see and do. Quart Pot 
Creek is the most scenic place within 
walking distance of the main street 
and could be improved to achieve 
this goal.

Gallery Walk is a concept developed 
by the community which uses the 
streets and the creek as part of a 
creative walkway which features 
local artists and tells stories 
about Stanthorpe’s history and 
environment. 

Existing parks would be improved 
with more flowering trees, scented 
shrubs, directional signage and story 
boards. Rest spots with shelter and 
comfortable seating would allow 
people to also picnic and stay longer. 

Gallery Walk: A Visitor Destination
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A sculpture trail could deliver spectacular artworks  
for Gallery walk

Granite boulders can be features as part of the town’s 
way finding

Country styled shelters featuring stonework will be built 
at key gathering points
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The Stanthorpe Streetscape Plan
Part C: Background to the plan

By John Mongard Landscape Architects
July 2015
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The 2030 Community Plan process 
identified a number of aspects that 
make the Southern Downs unique 
in this part of Queensland. These 
included the fresh food and wine 
produced by the region’s agricultural 
industry, the history and heritage of 
the area and the diverse range of 
events and festivals that cater for 
locals and tourists alike.

Much emphasis was also placed 
on the value of the region’s parks 
and gardens, open space and easy 
access to natural attractions such as 
national parks and rivers.

Stanthorpe is a bustling regional 
centre in the heart of the Granite Belt 
region of Queensland, famous for its 
wineries and its agricultural produce. 
The Southern Downs is famous for 
providing the autumn and winter 
seasons in the sub tropical Sunshine 
State. 

Clear, sunny days in the winter offer 
great scenic driving opportunities 
through the countryside and national 
parks. The area features some of 
Queensland’s finest sandstone 
and timber historical buildings set 
amongst picturesque country towns 
and villages.

Heart of the Granite Belt 

Stanthorpe surrounds (image from Common Ground Australia)

Stanthorpe winery (image from Stanthorpe Tours)
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On average, Stanthorpe has 42 days of below 
zero temperature in the winter months of June, 
July and August. The coldest temperature 
recorded was 10.6°C below zero.

The Town’s celebration of the winter cold 
focuses on log fires, cosy accommodation, 
Christmas banquets and award-winning 
wineries.

Granite landmarks are a feature of Stanthorpe district (image by Russell Stevens)                       

Stanthorpe is famous for its apple orchards

Stanthorpe does a good job of attracting 
visitors, but they mainly drive through town 
to the surrounding villages and wineries for 
accommodation and natural attractions. 

Stanthorpe town centre needs to do more to retain 
visitors for longer visits, and in the long term, to 
encourage an overnight stay in town. This can 
only happen if the main street and town centre is a 
worthwhile destination in its own right.
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  Stanthorpe In The Past

Historical photos of the main street show the evolution of the main street from 
a humble collection of trading houses surrounded by cottages, developing 
into a resourceful country town, the centre of an emerging wine and produce 
region of note. Italian migrants moved into the region bringing their food, 
culture and traditions and Stanthorpe’s fruit, vegetable and wine industries 
developed quickly. Many parts of the main street are still owned and managed 
by residents of Italian descent.

The Main Street - In Early Days

Maryland : called ‘Merrylands’ after a night of over-indulgence of rum in the camp. 
Changed by Marsh to Maryland to save confusion with another Merrylands.
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John Mongard Landscape ArchitectsStanthorpe The Main Street - In Early Days

Stanthorpe is known as 
Queensland’s coolest town and 
premier wine region. Historians 
report that it is the only town on the 
Darling Downs which owes its birth 
to minerals and not agriculture. By 
1844 squatters had taken up four 
major holdings in the area including 
Maryland which covered 200,000 
acres. The Crown Land Act of 1868 
led to an influx of selectors, as well 
as enabling shepherds and other 
farm labourers to acquire land of 
their own. The large holdings began 
to shrink. Tin was first found in the 
area in 1854 but the ‘rush’ did 
not occur until 1872. Gold, silver, 
copper, wolfram, arsenic and other 
important minerals were also found. 

The name Stanthorpe is derived from the Latin word ‘Stannum,’ meaning tin, and 
the English word ‘Thorpe’ meaning village.

During the first half of the 1880’s 
the increased population, due to the 
construction of the railway, brought 
more prosperity, until the railway 
terminus was shifted to Wallangarra 
on completion of the railway line 
in 1886. The fruit and vegetable 
industry for which Stanthorpe is 
famous was born through forced 
economic diversification. 

Images reproduced from:
Queensland’s Southern Downs & 
Granite Belt. Heritage and Historic 
Builidng Trails including Southern 
Downs Sculpture Trail - Second 
Edition.
Text from: Queensland’s Granite 
Belt, See Australia Book 15, 1983

Quart Pot Creek : Patrick Leslie left his quart pot there in 1840, 
and marked on the map ‘Quart Pot Creek’.
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Tin-Seam
glinting in the square
Vine lines
tendrils on the floor

fluid lines
Criss-crossing
the space
alluding 
to water

Wrapping round boulders

Linking

The Big Plane Tree

and the Roll-Up Tree

Like a visual artery 
celebrates

Farley Piazza was the first public 
space built into Stanthorpe’s main 
street in recent generations. A 
demountable shed was set up in the 
middle of Farley Street to consult with 
the community about what could 
happen in that intersection.

The main features were the creation 
of a major gathering space, The 
Piazza. The arts and cultural 
community, with twelve high school 
students, four woodworkers and five 
local artists helping to build into the 
piazza arts and crafts works. High 
school students designed and made 
street benches and piazza street 
lights. 

The piazza later encouraged the 
opening out of the bakery to create 
an alfresco dining area which 
has created an attractive town 
destination. 

Farley Piazza has stood the 
test of time well, although the 
community say the level of care 
and maintenance is now not what 
it should be. With a little extra 
maintenance, and some minor 
repairs, Farley Piazza will continue to 
act as Stanthorpe’s town square.

Farley Piazza - a new start

Stanthorpe town centre lies on a 
doglegged main street with the 
commercial heart bounded on its 
low side by Quart Pot Creek. This 
unusual arrangement lends the 
main street a level of visual interest 
particularly on the northern entry, 
focusing attention on the corners and 
the post office. 

With narrow commercial allotments 
and minimal laneways, the main 
street traditionally clustered along 
Maryland Street. 

In the 1960’s Council modernised 
the main street, removing verandah 
posts and older shopfront facades 
and awnings. The long shopfront 
sections of the town which now 
lack detail or interesting buildings 
put focus on other elements on the 
street.

Stanthorpe In Recent Times
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Farley Piazza 

A number of minor repairs and maintenance works need to be undertaken to keep the 
existing completed streetscapes of Farley Piazza in good working order:

• Reprint interpretive signage on artworks.
• Relocate central bin away from the central tin and vine artwork and to a perimeter 

area.
• Prune Robinia trees to allow taller trunks of a 2.5-3m height.
• Remove tree grills as they are no longer required.
• Replace notice board timber panels with softer timber panels to allow easier pinning.
• Replace central turf with astroturf.
• Retain the tree at the stage. Our assessment is that the tree is a key element of the 

space.
• Consolidate clay pavers where they have lifted. Place root barrier if required.
• Replace the section of torn sail material above the long curving seat.
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The Post Office Precinct 

The Centre of Town
The streetscapes at the intersection 
around the post office were built 
in four separate sections. Plans 
developed by John Mongard 
Landscape Architects were used to 
secure State Government funds. 
After further consultation with the 
community, the character and themes
established in Farley Piazza were 
continued. 

Stanthorpe In Recent Times

At the intersection, artworks include 
tiling describing the life of the town, 
a mosaic wall feature, and a water 
feature adjacent to the post office. 
A brass monkey sculpture and a 
sculptural balustrade adorn the cafe 
corner. 
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The Post Office Precinct 

The main feature of these works was 
to reclaim the wasted spaces in the 
town centre and to convert them into 
outdoor rooms for the community. 

The alfresco dining and sitting area 
reclaimed wasted road space at a 
cafe corner, as did the post office 
plaza. Both streetscapes have 
created places that the community 
now see as central to their sense of 
place in the main street.

The footpath paving in each stage 
has been two toned clay paving to 
create colour and warmth, which 
the community requested in order 
to overcome the large expanses of 
concrete and asphalt. 

In each stage, artistic tiling has 
been a feature of the streetscape, 
creating a distinguishing element in 
Stanthorpe.
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Stanthorpe Stormwater System

The town centre has aged 
infrastructure in many parts of the main 
street. In prior works, these have been 
upgraded progressively and locally. 
Excavation has revealed a range of old 
infrastructure some of which has not 
been mapped.

Parts of the stormwater system are 
under capacity and an audit is 
required to gauge which parts of the 
system can be progressively retrofitted. 
Due to the height of the carriageways, 
being above footpaths in locations, 
there have been flash flood impacts.

Stanthorpe’s stormwater infrastructure 
is dated and the system needs 
progressive upgrading. Stormwater 
pipework falls progressively to Quart 
Pot Creek through three pipework 
systems along Lock, Railway and 
Folkstone streets within the town 
centre. In flash rainfall events, overland 
flow has spilled over the kerb in several 
locations. 

Stormwater runs along both sides 
of Maryland Street. Downpipe 
connections from street awnings and 
shopfronts are poor in most locations 
that have not had new footpaths. The 
water mainly impacts into shopfronts 
in the past are the result of a lack of 
roof water downpipe connection to 
stormwater pipes. 

Engineering Infrastructure

A stormwater infrastructure audit needs to be undertaken using camera and sensor equipment 
to verify the pipe work condition and depths, since this data is not available.
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Stanthorpe Underground Services System

The sewer line runs on the eastern 
side of Maryland Street and the water 
mains on the western side, both 
within the sealed carriageway and 
parking pavements. The water main 
is a 150mm-200mm cast iron pipe 
generally 800mm deep.

The sewer and water main systems 
are of variable age and quality. 
In 2011, when the main street 
was resurfaced, some water 
infrastructure, including fire hydrants, 
were upgraded. 

Underground pipe assets need to 
be upgraded as they reach the end 
of their lifecycle as part of Council’s 
ongoing infrastructure works and 
maintenance.

The telecommunication system 
should be upgraded as new 
footpaths are opened up, and 
conduits placed for future services,  
power and NBN fibreoptic systems.

Underground Services

Mary land S t reet                        
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Stanthorpe Footpath Plan
The current footpath plan will be upgraded to reflect the new footpath strategy and its palette of 
materials. The Gallery Walk will promote cycling from town to creek. Cycling from town to Mt Marley 
needs to be added to the cycle track system.
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Stanthorpe Land Use Plan

The blue land use areas designate commercial and main street uses. The orange 
land use areas are ‘mixed use’, a mix between commercial and  various types 
of residential uses. The mixed use areas can accommodate smaller retail areas. 
To the far north and south of the main street, this may create retail areas which 

are beyond the walking distance of the main street and which compete with the 
existing centre. There is more than enough existing mixed use land close to the 
main street to accommodate growth for many generations at current rates of 
development in Stanthorpe.
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Stanthorpe’s Big Thermometer

The Big Thermometer is an idea to celebrate Stanthorpe as the coldest place in 
Queensland and help create another visitation theme. Concepts were developed for 
The Chamber of Commerce. The community is keen to see some funding and outcome 
for this idea, which now requires further development. This could occur through an 
‘Expression of Interest’, once funding through RADF or other sources were secured.

The Big Thermometer has been floated as an idea over the last ten years and continues 
to be raised as a tourism concept by traders and the community. It is considered to be a 
good idea waiting for a final form and a suitable funding source.

Idea for a town centre thermometer

Idea for a bridge gateway thermometer
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The Stanthorpe Streetscape Plan
Part D: What the community say 

        Outcomes of the shop front consultation

By John Mongard Landscape Architects
July 2015
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‘The post office streetscape is 
a real treat : looks great, make 
more of that!’

A selection of comments made by residents and 
visitors during the consultation, February 2015.

‘I’ve travelled all around Australia 
and there are not many that have 
as nice a feel as Stanthorpe.’
 

‘Thrive, not just survive’
 

‘Have a passion for the town.’

‘Need more gathering spaces 
that are comfortable.’

‘Something simple that can 
link from one end of town to 
the other.’

‘Something to bring people 
off the highway, create more 
of a destination.’
 

‘Incredible lack of shade in 
the main street.’ 

‘Town needs to flow - not be stop + start.’

‘Nothing for tourists to do after hours and 
on weekends.’
 

Community Feedback
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Stanthorpe Community Feedback:

Out of all of the consultation feedback 
from the set-up shop process, the 
community would like most the following 
things,in order of popularity:

Other things the community would 
like, in no particular order, includes:

• improved pedestrian crossings
• more caravan parking
• better toilet facilities and baby 

change facilities
• better accessibility for on street 

parking
• longer trading hours, including 

Saturday afternoons and Sundays
• better street lighting
• install hanging plant baskets
• less gardens
• don’t loose car parking
• bike racks and facilities
• reduce carbon footprint
• more outdoor dining
• affordable shop leasing
• upgrade stormwater
• more art space
• increase local produce shops
• a community garden
• reinstate the big thermometer
• improve traffic flow
• improve Council maintenance
• more use of the railway
• place powerlines underground
• minor upgrades to facilities at 

Farley Piazza (shade cover, power 
point, notice board, trees)

• designated smoking areas
• encourage backpackers to stay 

with Wi-Fi and accommodation
• use empty shops to display art
• improve the safety and look of 

laneways
• improve access to the war 

memorial
• a people mover/shuttle 

• extend the heritage trail 
• create a cycle/walking loop
• better taxi parking
• better public transport
• fix the fountain
• create a dog park
• sculpture trail
• concerns about new bridge cross-

ing
• improve wheelchair/pram parking
• maintain emergency vehicle     

access
• regulated/metered parking
• maintain landmarks
• have a style guide/one vision for 

Stanthorpe town centre
• improve the links to the gallery/

library/information centre/visitor’s 
centre/IGA + Aldi

• less trees
• dedicated long term parking area
• more family carparking

Community Feedback

1.  Improve off street parking and   
    create better laneway links.

2.  More shade.
3.  Improve directional signage       

 and provide poles for banners.
4.  No traffic lights.
5.     Improve main street footpaths.
6.  Fix main street buildings:             

    awnings, signage, paint facades.
7.  Improve amenities:                       

    barbeques shelters, and places to  
    gather.

8.  Provide more street character.      
    The principal character references:                
 people mentioned were:               
    the seasons, granite, local   
    produce, Italian heritage, Quart  
    Pot Creek.

9.  More trees.
10. More arts and crafts.
11. Create a high pedestrian activity  

 area.
12. Improve the town entries.
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More shade, better surfaces and a 
more attractive street environment 
to entice people to walk are seen 
as important needs. From a Council 
perspective, the ageing underground 
and road infrastructure is a problem.

Fix The Two Ends Of Town

The two ends of town suffer from 
ageing footpaths from the 1970’s, 
compounded by difficult to use 
sloping car parking pavements in 
many areas. People want to be 
able to walk comfortably from car 
to footpath, and the elderly and 
disabled particularly are seen to be 
disadvantaged. 

Community Feedback
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The Woolworths precinct, including 
the roundabout and the top of High 
Street are not seen by the community 
to be comfortable or attractive, and 
are not thought to create a 
welcoming impression for visitors 
entering town.  

Linkages up to the Aldi and IGA 
precinct were raised as being 
important now, particularly in 
relation to off street parking needs. 

People don’t want the main street 
to suffer or fail in the process of the 
towns’ growth: the key driver should 
be that any new development or 
improvement should “help the main 
street to thrive, not just survive”, as 
one passionate resident noted on the  
shofront walls.

The traffic movements are  
considered by people to be clumsy 
and pedestrians are not  seen to be 
prioritised, so that moving between 
these main street areas is
uncomfortable. The Aldi 
development, along with a new 
service station development, will 
bring more traffic and people 
acknowledge that  this  will further 
shift the retail centre of town towards 
the north-east. 

Community Feedback

Shopping Centres and Traffic Movements
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 Stanthorpe

There are five vacant shops on 
the main street, and four in the 
Woolworth’s complex. There are also 
vacant retail shops in the peripheral 
areas, such as the bakery that was 
near the railway land. Difficult 
economic times have led to lower 
disposable incomes and consumer 
confidence and this has affected 
town centre trade. Whilst the main 
street appears to be busy, and car 
parks are hard to find at times, some 
businesses are suffering. 

Our shopfront at the old sports store 
has been vacant for four years. 
People need to have confidence in 
the main street to invest into it, so 
it is important that the main street 
is as attractive and easy to use as a 
new shopping centre. One long time 
trader, who has started a new venture 
in town, mentioned that they had had 
the most quiet February in five years. 
People want the main street to be the 
hub that it has always been. 

People want basic things in the 
town fixed to allow it to trade to its 
potential. 

  

Community Feedback

Make the Main Street Thrive, Not Just Survive
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Off street parking is seen as an 
important area to improve by the 
community. The Rogers Street car 
park is not seen by people to be 
meeting its purpose, with a lack of 
pavement to park on, poor shade 
and signage, and very poor visual 
linkage to the main street.
 
Off street parking to the east behind 
Farley Piazza is also seen to be 
needed. The laneways to rear street 
car parks could be improved and 
private ones opened by negotiation 
with owners. People want the 
linkages between main street and 
rear car parks to be well signed and 
visible, and they want the main street 
car parks to be for shoppers, not for 
all day parking of owners and their 
employees. 

There are no public laneways 
toward Milton Street and this is an 
impediment to access car parking 
to the east of the main street. It 
was noted by residents that driving 
down the main street in the morning, 
before the shops are open, many 
of the car parks are already taken, 
possibly not by shoppers. People 
think more car parks could be turned 
over for trade more frequently and 
the main way to do this is to regulate 
parking and increase the level of 
parking officer attendance in town, 
which is currently perceived to be 
non existent. 
 

Better Off Street Parking and Laneways

Community Feedback

Lighting and amenity are needed to entice workers to off 
street parking.

Rogers Street carpark: it doesn’t look like a carpark..

Some laneways could be opened up. Laneways appear for vehicles, not pedestrians.
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People want more and better disabled parking bays, near doctors and chemists, 
and they would like the steep camber on the road to be fixed so that loading and 
unloading, and entering the footpath, is not so difficult. Particularly bad areas 
identified include the High Street footpaths from the Central Hotel to Woolworths. 

More shade on the street was seen to be important by many people: more shade 
in Farley Piazza, more shade along the street to reduce glare and heat, and 
more shaded off- street parking to entice workers and residents to long-term 
park behind the main street. Shade could be created by trees, structures or vine 
trellises, and new gathering places should provide summer shade.

Accessible Parking Better Shade

Community Feedback



     

Our shopfront  later became a pop-up photography 
exhibition in March,celebrating local history.

The stone fountain : the water never runs.

Artists with mosaic artwork. Bench by local woodworkers.

John Mongard Landscape ArchitectsStanthorpe
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Stanthorpe residents are proud of 
their art and craft heritage and 
appreciated most of the artworks 
built into the streetscape to date. 
They would like the character and 
feel of the Post Office Precinct 
continued into ongoing areas since 
they feel this captures the town’s 
sense of place. 

Residents like the community based 
approach to the streetscape, with 
broad involvement from local 
contractors, suppliers, artists and 
high school students allowing the 
streetscapes to be community build-
ing projects which benefit the local 
economy.

The community feels the art gallery 
and library are hidden from the 
daily hub of the main street, and a 
linkage comprised of trees, footpath 
improvements and artworks could 
cement the two. Quart Pot Creek is 
another asset seen to be not part of 
the main street life. With its paths 
and scenic quality, people feel that it 
should also be connected so that 
visitors have more things to see and 
do. A proposal for a series of 
sculptures built through a 
forum has been floated,and ideas 
were suggested about 
sculptural markers being built to link 
the information centre, the art gallery, 
the walkways, and the main street.

More Arts + Crafts

Community Feedback
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We asked people if they could get 
one thing in the short term, what 
would it be. The most popular 
response was to improve the quality, 
number and linkage to off street 
parking. Fixing up the two ends of 
the main street was also seen as a 
priority.

Some people raised the comment of 
needing to fix the high street end first, 
since it has more access problems 
and is the towns’ entry from Brisbane. 

Fix One Thing

Community Feedback

Other people suggested that the 
lower end of the main street be 
improved first, since this ‘gunbarrel’ 
stretch of main street is poor in 
character and is the trading hub.
 

Fix the southern end of town Fix the northern end of town.
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The Southern entry is seen to be 
unattractive with its wide expanses 
of concrete and asphalt, and people 
think this area lacks shade, trees and 
amenity for workers. 

The bridge is going to be replaced 
over time by a new bridge aligning 
closer to the information centre. 

People would like to retain the use 
of community banners to advertise 
events, and some are concerned 
about the number and quality of 
pedestrian crossings of Quart Pot 
Creek.

Finally, the entries into town were 
seen to be needing improvement. 
On the Woolworth’s end, access 
and circulation issues are mounting 
and calls for a traffic study to resolve 
matters were raised. In particular, 
the no right turn on to High Street 
from Davadi is causing problems for 
buses and residents and calls for a 
permanent roundabout were raised, 
particularly to assist with the Aldi 
traffic which will want to move across 
town.

Better Entries To Town

Community Feedback

The southern entry into Stanthorpe is not inspiring.
The northern entry into Stanthorpe is also regarded as uninspiring.
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Community Feedback

Community ideas and issues 
mapped out during the 
Set-Up Shop.
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Shopfront Ideas
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Shopfront Ideas
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Shopfront Ideas
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Shopfront Ideas

The shop front was full of 
idea sheets and plans after a 
week of consultation. 

These sheets capture all of 
the main feedback.
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Shopfront Ideas
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Shopfront Ideas
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Trader’s Workshop



     

Group Workshops

Lions Club Arts + Crafts Group

High School Students

Community Meeting
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Councillor’s Workshop
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